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ABSTRACT

Lead bullets and gunshot frequently fragment on impact in game animals and the resulting lead particles are bioavailable. Dietary exposure to this lead source can present health risks to vulnerable groups including young children and frequent consumers such as hunters, subsistence indigenous communities, and recipients of game meat from food banks. Many of the frequent game meat consumers in the European Union (EU) are likely to be drawn from the 15.8 million people, including 1.1 million young children, belonging to hunters’ households. It is estimated that 10 million people are potentially at risk in the USA. National food and health advisories and regulatory considerations appear confined to Europe. Despite the European Commission requesting restrictions on lead ammunition, the World Health Organization (WHO), the Food and Agricultural Organization of the UN (FAO), the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and individual countries have not adequately recognized this lead source nor developed mitigation measures. In contrast, several agreements administered by the UN Environment Programme (UNEP), have well-developed risk reduction strategies for lead ammunition exposure of wildlife. These agencies could play a leadership role, stimulating appropriate international accords and national regulatory changes requiring the use of non-lead ammunition. Establishing a maximum allowable level of lead in game meat under FAO/WHO Codex Alimentarius and EU Regulation 1881/2006, and harmonizing inter-agency human and environmental health approaches would be an important start.
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INTRODUCTION

Lead is a non-essential toxic element that can be absorbed mainly through the lungs or intestine and its deleterious health impacts have been recognized for millennia (Hernberg, 2000). No level of exposure to lead is known to be without harmful effects and no known safe blood lead concentration exists (CDC, 2021a; WHO, 2021). Many nations have implemented restrictions on various uses of lead including gasolines, paints, solders, and glass (Pohl et al., 2017). Consequently, most exposure in nations with advanced economies is now dietary and legal thresholds are set for lead in some foods and drinking water such as EC Regulation 1881/2006 (E. C., 2006) and Directive (EU) 2020/2184. Several United Nations agencies such as the World Health Organization, the United Nations Environment Programme, the United Nations Children’s Fund, and The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, multinational agencies such as the European Food Safety Authority, and national agencies such as the US Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, have produced detailed recommendations and/or programs for lead reduction from the above-mentioned sources to protect human health (CDC, 2012; EFSA, 2012; UNEP, 2010; UNICEF and Pure Earth, 2021; WHO, 2011).

Historically, lead has been the preferred metal used in ammunition manufacture. The acute and chronic toxic effects of ingested lead shot and bullet fragments on wild birds are extremely well-researched and publicized and span more than a century (Pain et al., 2019a). When the use of lead hunting ammunition has been regulated, the principal rationale has been to reduce deleterious impacts on wetland bird species and...
endangered or threatened avian raptors (e.g. AEWA, 2018; AB-711, 2013). Thus, the European Union passed into law (EU) Regulation 2021/57 in 2021, that bans the use and possession of lead shotgun ammunition while hunting in and around wetlands throughout the EU, primarily to enhance the health of wetland species and their environment (European Union, 2021).

Levels of exposure to ingested lead from ammunition are generally far lower in humans than in such birds. Nonetheless, the ingestion of fragments of lead from spent ammunition in wild game meat poses a health risk to vulnerable groups of people, including children and pregnant women and to frequent consumers (Green and Pain, 2019; Nkosi et al., 2021; Pain et al., 2010). However, this source of lead exposure has received little attention from international and national health agencies relative to others and has not driven, nor substantially contributed to, regulatory restriction in any country. Although lead from hunting ammunition has been mentioned in relation to environmental pollution in different UN agency reports (e.g. UNEP, 2010), none has engaged in a detailed analysis of lead in game meats and issued action plans for the elimination of this contributor to human lead exposure.

In this paper, we discuss the human health effects associated with ingestion of lead from ammunition and highlight the communities most at risk. We document the lack of consideration given to this exposure route among the leading UN/intergovernmental and national human health agencies, in contrast to comparable wildlife/environmental agencies. We indicate how this could be addressed through including associated risk reduction measures in their lead reduction programs and facilitating broader societal change.

Emphasis on the European Union and the UK relates to these countries’ supporting a wild game meat retail market valued at over 1.1 thousand million Euros annually (Thomas et al., 2020). Also, both the EU and UK governments and private sectors have initiated, or are considering, progressive regulatory and policy developments on the use of lead ammunition and lead in game foods. The situation in the USA is dealt with because of the US Centres for Disease Control and Prevention emphasis on lead reduction in the human environment, because of the national importance of hunting, and the large donations of wild game meat to food banks. Paradoxically, lead in game meat is not regulated in the USA. The implications of the findings expressed in this paper concerning the creation of awareness and the formation of policy and regulation apply to all nations in which wild game meat is consumed by humans.

**EXPOSURE TO AND ABSORPTION OF LEAD FROM WILD GAME MEAT**

Fragments of lead from hunting rifle bullets may disperse widely into adjacent tissues (Trinogga et al., 2019) (Figure 1). Lead concentrations from these fragments can be elevated up to 30 cm from the bullet tract (Dobrowolska and Melosik, 2008). Large numbers of nanoparticles, of median diameter c. 60 nm, have also been found within 10 cm of the bullet tract (Kollander et al., 2017). Lead shot from shotgun hunting may remain in the carcass and can also fragment, as when hitting bone. This makes it difficult and impractical to remove contaminated meat in small game animals, like gamebirds.
(Green and Pain, 2019). For large game animals, even after the removal of visible lead fragments, in the absence of effective screening and removal of large amounts of meat around wounds, consumers face elevated lead exposure from such food (Geroñe et al., 2018; Lenti et al., 2021).

Once absorbed into the blood stream, lead is transported around the body and has a negative effect on most body systems, acting in a broadly similar way in humans and other vertebrates. Lead in blood is the most widely used and best indicator of recent exposure. Lead from ammunition in game meat has been shown to be bioavailable. This was illustrated by Hunt et al. (2009) who fed mincemeat containing radiodense metal fragments from lead-based bullets to pigs (four experimental and four controls). Blood lead levels rose rapidly in these animals and were significantly higher than those of controls. Blood lead levels have been positively correlated with the extent of game consumption in hunting communities (e.g. Bjermo et al., 2013; Green and Pain, 2012). A simple multi-national comparison of blood lead levels in humans who have and have not consumed meat killed with lead-based ammunition is presented in Table 1 of Hampton et al. (2018), which indicates significantly higher levels in most of those who consume game meat compared to controls. There is a large and growing scientific literature evaluating risks to human health from ingesting lead from ammunition in wild game meat (Knutsen et al., 2015; Nkosi et al., 2021; Sevillano-Cano et al., 2021).

HUMAN HEALTH RISKS FROM LEAD IN GAME MEAT

Risk from ingested lead in game meat is mainly a function of how much lead is consumed per meal (determined by meal size and lead concentration), how frequently game meats are eaten, age and sex of consumers, and their susceptibility to the effects of ingested lead, all of which can vary considerably (European Chemicals Agency, 2019). The lead content of consumable meat is determined by a combination of the extent to which bullet and shot fragments are dispersed around the wound channel and within the animal carcass (Figure 1), the amount of tissue removed around the entry wound and wound channel(s), and the extent of lead fragment removal prior to cooking. However, even after the removal of large particles of lead, minute lead fragments can remain undetected. The acidity of the cooking medium can also increase the bioavailability of lead (Schulz et al., 2021). These factors result in mean residual lead concentrations in wild-shot game meat that are frequently considerably higher than the legal threshold for marketed meat from domestic animals (EU Maximum Level 0.10 mgPb/kg ww, excluding offal (EC, 2006)) (Green and Pain, 2019).

The Panel on Contaminants in the Food Chain (CONTAM Panel) of the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) conducted a detailed risk assessment of dietary lead and identified critical effects as being developmental neurotoxicity in young children and cardiovascular effects and nephrotoxicity in adults (EFSA, 2010). Children are particularly vulnerable because they absorb more of the ingested lead than adults (ATSDR, 2020) and lead appears to affect the developing brain more than the mature brain. Dietary lead in pregnant and lactating women readily traverses the placenta and enters breast milk (Gulson et al., 2003); thus, may affect their offspring. Increased blood lead in children under eight years old is associated with decreased IQ (Lanphear et al., 2005). Lead in blood is the most widely used and best indicator of recent exposure. There is no known safe blood lead level and a given increment in blood lead concentration appears to be associated with a greater negative impact on the IQ of children at low than at high blood lead concentrations (EFSA, 2010). The CONTAM Panel used the Benchmark Dose (BMD) approach to derive reference points to enable risk characterization (EFSA, 2010). The BMD is the blood lead concentration which is associated with a pre-specified change in the outcome, a benchmark response. For lead, critical responses include loss in IQ, increase in blood pressure, or increase in the incidence of chronic kidney disease. The lower one-sided 95% confidence limit of the BMD, denoted BMDL, is then taken as the reference point. The nervous system of children is particularly sensitive and the BMDL was calculated to be 1.2 μg/dL for a 1% (1 point) reduction in IQ in children, which is considered to be significant at a population level (EFSA, 2010).

The CONTAM Panel found that at current levels of dietary exposure to lead in the general population (i.e. without frequent game consumption) risks to the cardiovascular system or kidneys of adult consumers were low to negligible; nonetheless frequent game consumers were potentially at risk of effects (i.e. the possibility of such risks could not be excluded in this group). Importantly, there was potential concern of neurodevelopment effects for infants, children and pregnant women at current levels of dietary exposure in the general population, i.e. not including frequent game consumption. The consumption of game contaminated with lead was not specifically examined in infants and children but would further increase risks to these vulnerable groups.

The US Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR, 2008) indicated that a blood lead level of 1.2 μg/dL (The BMDL, EFSA, 2010) could be reached quickly by children eating lead-contaminated game meat. Similarly, Green and Pain (2012) used UK food consumption and lead concentration data to evaluate the number of gamebird meals (from game largely shot with lead ammunition) consumed weekly that would be expected, based upon published studies, to result in changes, over and above those resulting from exposure to lead in the base diet, in IQ in children. They found that consumption of less than one meal of gamebird a week may be associated with a one-point reduction in IQ. Children who eat wild game meat more frequently would be at risk of yet greater IQ reductions.

COMMUNITIES AT RISK FROM LEAD CONTAMINATED GAME MEAT

Globally, where lead ammunition is used, a wide range of consumer groups are likely to be exposed to elevated lead levels from eating wild-shot game meat. The main groups are described below.
Recreational and Professional Hunters

Approximately 6.3 million large game animals (mainly deer species and wild boar (Sus scrofa) are killed annually in Europe (Thomas et al., 2020). This figure attests to the size of the potential risks to hunting communities. Madden (2021) suggested 43.2 million gamebirds are released annually in the UK for shooting, many of which are consumed directly by the hunting community or marketed and consumed both in the UK and abroad.

Hunted game meat is sold widely in European markets and restaurants, generating a large international trade. Thus, game meat can be purchased and consumed beyond the hunting community. Green and Pain (2015) estimated that in the UK the total annual unprocessed intact weight of upland gamebirds, waterfowl and pigeons intended for human consumption was 24,700 tons. Taking into account the weight of unprocessed gamebird meat relative to the weight of a resulting portion size, this gave an estimate of 4,940 to 9,880 tons of gamebird meat having been eaten by UK consumers annually. Such consumers include not only the hunters, and their families, but also employees or volunteers associated with hunting.

Subsistence Hunters

Subsistence communities reliant on wild-shot game are likely to be frequent consumers. They include, but are not limited to, indigenous people in Australia (Hampton et al., 2018), Canada (Fachehoun et al., 2015; Kwan, 2018), Greenland (Bjerregaard et al., 2004; Johansen et al., 2004), African nations (e.g. Benin (Ahmadi et al., 2018); South Africa (Nkosi et al., 2021), and South America (e.g. Argentina (Tammine et al., 2021; Uhart et al., 2019) and Peru (Cartró-Sabaté et al., 2019)). Titus et al. (2009) reported on the importance of large and small game animals in Alaskan residents’ diet and the large number of animals they take annually. Juric et al. (2018) reported that traditional foods comprised 73% of the diet of First Nations people living on-reserve in Ontario, and that their lead exposure was 1.7 times higher than in the wider Canadian population. In African countries that allow large mammal trophy hunting, the carcass is normally given to local inhabitants (White and Belant, 2015) who may face lead exposure from ingested bullet fragments, especially if wastage of meat is minimized.

Recipients of Food from Food Distribution Charities

People receiving food from food distribution charities (‘food banks’) providing meat and meals made of wild game shot with lead ammunition are potentially lead-exposed.

We found no explicitly-stated European Food Banks Federation policy on accepting hunter-killed game meat into the international food banks program. Also, the EU guidelines on food donation do not refer to lead in donated game meat (European Union, 2017). In Italy, meat from culled wild boar is donated to food banks in the Piedmont and Tuscany regions. After removal of visible lead fragments, the meat is processed according to prevailing domestic food standards1. However, packages are not screened by X-ray for lead. Denmark does not place restrictions on game meat donations. Game meat (including venison and pheasant (Phasianus colchicus)) is used in the UK to help those in food poverty by the Country Food Trust, which has provided both meals made with game shot with lead ammunition and meals made with venison that has not been shot with lead. However, it advises recipients of meals containing game that may contain lead not to feed these to vulnerable groups (CFT, 2021).

American food banks receive game meat, especially from white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), and feral pigs (Sus scrofa). Venison from multiple carcasses is usually minced to facilitate packaging and distribution, a process that distributes any lead particles throughout the packaged meat. Avery and Watson (2009) calculated that during the 2007-2008 hunting season over one million kg of venison was donated to 74% of the 75 food bank programs providing data.

Cornatzer et al. (2009) detected via X-ray metal fragments in 59% of 100 randomly selected packages of venison donated to a North Dakota food bank, and metal-containing venison was found to have elevated lead concentrations. Wilson et al. (2020) reported that 48% of 27 packages of ground venison from 10 shotgun-harvested white-tailed deer in Illinois contained lead fragments. Only Minnesota food banks accept meat that has been screened by X-ray to confirm the absence of lead from ammunition (MDA, 2021). However, screening programs are unlikely to detect minute lead particles that may be present in game meat (Kollander et al., 2017) and their efficacy in doing this has not been tested empirically.

Consumers Who Choose Game Over Other Meats

Some people not associated with hunting also eat wild game meat. This may be because they prefer this over farmed meat for reasons of personal ethics, because they believe it to be a healthier alternative to many other meats, because they prefer the taste, or because they frequent restaurants or stores specializing in game products. Types of foods demanded by Europeans are changing. The European retail market has recorded a significant increase in people opting for meat-free days (FIBL, 2021). Despite declining demand for farmed meat, there is a growing consumption of wild game meat in European countries as in the UK (Magee, 2020), largely for ethical reasons and its nutritional value (Strazdina et al., 2013). Niewiadomska et al. (2020) concluded that the most important motive to change to game meat related to health care issues, and that consumers for whom the crucial attributes of quality were taste, nutritional value, and low-fat content, might more often include game in their future diet.

It is difficult to establish, precisely, the numbers of people at risk from exposure to lead from game in their diet, although broad estimates are possible. By extrapolating from surveys of game consumption in the UK and reviewing studies of game consumption in other countries, Green and Pain (2019) estimated that at least five million people in the EU may be high-level consumers of lead-shot game (i.e. at least once a week), and that tens of thousands of children in the EU (estimated at 83,000 or more) may be consuming such meat sufficiently frequently to result in deleterious effects on their cognitive development. Many of the frequent game meat
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consumers in the European Union (EU) are likely to be drawn from the 15.8 million people, including 1.1 million young children, estimated to belong to hunters’ households (ECHA, 2021). Hunt et al. (2009) estimated that the groups at risk in the USA may include ten million hunters, their families, and consumers of food bank game meat. These examples illustrate only a limited subset of the communities at risk of exposure to elevated lead concentrations in game meat, and their geographical distribution. While future trends are hard to predict, the social and economic consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic have seen increases in the number of people reliant on food banks in both Europe and the USA (e.g. IFAN, 2020; USDA, 2021) and recent world events may see demand increase yet further.

EVIDENCE OF LACK OF AWARENESS OF THIS ISSUE AMONG HUMAN HEALTH AGENCIES

Lack of awareness of the importance of lead exposure from game meat, and/or belief in its public unimportance (Thomas et al., 2019) are two probable reasons why leading human health agencies are not dealing with this issue. As evidence of this, Brysse (2019) and Dignam et al. (2019) did not list lead in game meat among the many other sources of lead requiring elimination to protect human health. The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists does not list lead from game meat among its 12 most important risk factors for lead exposure in pregnant women (ACOG, 2019), despite their susceptibility to the effects of lead (Wang et al., 2019). Nonetheless, some agencies recognize the risks and recommend that pregnant women avoid eating wild game meat (e.g. NHS, 2020).

The US Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and US Department of Health and Human Services do not list potential exposure to lead from ingested game meat in their extensive guidelines for the management of lead exposure in pregnant and lactating women (CDC, 2012), and despite the CDC having published research (Iqbal et al., 2009) showing that lead-contaminated game meat was a source of lead exposure to humans.

The United Nations agencies FAO, UNICEF, and WHO have a predominant human focus in their mandates. However, concerns about lead exposure from hunting do not appear among their initiatives on environmental lead reduction related to human health. UNICEF and Pure Earth (2021) reported that hundreds of millions of children, globally, have elevated blood lead levels (>5ug/dL), with the vast majority living in poor countries and being exposed to lead through multiple routes. However, they did not identify dietary lead from ammunition as a risk to children’s health, presumably because their attention was focused on other sources of exposure (UNICEF and Pure Earth, 2021).

UNEP administers the Convention on Migratory Species (CMS) and its Agreement on the Conservation of African-Eurasian Migratory Waterbirds (AEWA). There is a legally binding obligation on Parties to AEWA to phase out lead gunshot in wetlands (No.117) and more broadly, Parties to CMS have adopted Resolutions to phase out the use of lead ammunition (gunshot and bullets) across all habitats (No. 118). These obligations exist because it has been long-established that ingestion of lead from ammunition presents substantial health risks to wild birds and contaminates the environment (Kanstrup et al., 2019). Thus, a strong disconnect exists between UN human health and environment agencies, despite there being a single lead exposure issue, whether in wildlife or humans.

The International Council for Game and Wildlife Conservation (CIC) represents sport hunting globally, and, in 2009, commissioned a scientific report on the use of lead ammunition in hunting (Kanstrup, 2009) which recommended a transition to non-lead ammunition as soon as possible. However, this recommendation has not been endorsed nor acted upon. The CIC partners with several UN bodies (FAO, UNEP, UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization), CMS, AEWA, and CBD (Convention on Biological Diversity)) (CIC, 2021). These organizations’ positions on lead elimination and/or environmental sustainability, while entirely consistent with the view that hunting with lead ammunition is not sustainable (Kanstrup et al., 2018), are inconsistent with the present position of CIC.

Lack of Inclusion of Lead from Ammunition in Global and Regional Food Safety Standards

The Codex Alimentarius is a collection of standards, guidelines and codes of practice adopted by the Codex Alimentarius Commission (CAC), which is the central part of the Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme, established to protect consumer health and promote fair practices in food trade. The Codex Alimentarius General Standard for Contaminants and Toxins (2019) lists the Maximum Levels (MLs) of contaminants in food which are recommended to be applied to commodities moving in international trade. The exposure pathway to lead from ingestion of wild-shot game meat has been absent from the Codex Alimentarius Code of Practice (CoP) on reducing exposure to lead in food (Codex Alimentarius, 2004). However, it is anticipated that the next revision may contain consumer practice advice highlighting dietary risks from game killed with lead ammunition (Codex Alimentarius Commission, 2021). Nonetheless, no ML for lead in human foodstuffs derived from wild-shot game animals has been included in Codex, and none appears to be under consideration as of 2022.

Similarly, in the European Union EC Regulation 1881/2006, which sets EU MLs for a range of contaminants including lead in marketed domesticated animal meats, does not set an EU ML for lead in game meats (EC 2006). This may be because it was previously assumed that lead bullets or shot would remain relatively intact, and therefore present little risk to consumers who would remove lead particles from food at the table and/or that relatively few people eat wild game frequently. However, both assumptions have been shown to be incorrect (Green and Pain, 2019). Given the elevated lead concentrations frequently found in wild-shot game meat, several authors (Lenti et al., 2021; Taggart et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2020) have proposed the addition of a wild game meat EUML comparable to that used for domestic meat (0.1 ppm wet weight) as an adjunct to
transitioning to the use of non-lead ammunition. This would help reduce consumer risks from frequent game consumption as identified by EFSA (2010) and others and would harmonize lead safety standards for meats traded across and imported into the EU. Such standards are all the more important as the consumption of wild game meat is increasing in popularity in Europe (Marescotti et al., 2019), partly because it is advertised to be a healthier, free-ranging alternative, to intensely-managed domestic animal species (Taggart et al., 2011). In some countries, including Denmark, game meat is promoted and recommended to school-age children2.

**EUROPEAN ACTION ON EXPOSURE TO LEAD FROM AMMUNITION**

In Europe, subsequent to the EFSA CONTAM Panel report (EFSA, 2010), agencies associated with health and/or food safety in six European countries assessed risks from dietary exposure to lead from ammunition in wild game and recommended risk reduction measures (Spain, AESAN, 2012; UK, FSA, 2012; Norway, Knutsen et al., 2015; France, ANSES, 2018; Germany, Gerolke et al., 2018; Sweden, Livsmedelsverket, 2021). Advice is focused on reducing lead exposure, especially for vulnerable groups, and varies from recommending the use of lead-free ammunition or the avoidance by children and pregnant women of consuming game shot with lead ammunition, to butchering food carefully and reducing consumption levels. While these assessments could make a useful contribution to public education about health risks, most have not been widely publicized. We are unaware of risk assessments conducted by national agencies beyond Europe, although assessments have been undertaken by researchers and published in the scientific literature (e.g. Sevillano-Morales et al., 2021).

In 2021, the EU introduced a ban on the use of lead gunshot for wetland hunting across all EU countries, under the EU REACH Regulation, (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals) (ECHA, 2021). This was introduced primarily to protect wetland bird species from lead poisoning and to fulfill legal obligations under AEWA. Further recognizing uncontrolled risks to the EU environment and also human health, the European Commission requested that the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) prepare a restriction proposal for the ‘placing on the market and use of lead in ammunition (shotgun and rifle) and of lead in fishing tackle’ (ECHA, 2019). The proposal was published in March, 2021 (ECHA, 2021), and if accepted, the restriction should be adopted later.

The UK left the EU in 2020, and in 2021 the British Government announced a potential ban on lead ammunition to protect wildlife, people, and the environment as part of new plans under its new chemical regulatory mechanism, UK REACH (DEFRA, 2021). Both EU and UK processes are ongoing at the time of writing. If approved, the EU and UK REACH restrictions would be among the first examples of regulations enacted to protect both human and wildlife health from the effects of absorbed lead from ammunition. Thus, only non-lead ammunition would be allowed for all hunting, effectively eliminating lead contamination of game meat procured and consumed within the EU and UK.

The Danish government, supported by the Danish Hunters’ Association, announced a forthcoming ban on the use of lead-based hunting rifle bullets, intended to take effect in 2023 (Kanstrup et al., 2021). The ban extends an earlier, 1996, national ban on lead gunshot for hunting in Denmark. This reflects growing awareness of the broader risks that lead from ammunition presents to wildlife species and human health has increased considerably.

Beyond these examples little integration of wildlife and human health concerns appears to exist as a driver for regulatory change at national or international levels, despite this issue being widely recognized as a One Health issue (Arnemo et al., 2016). Nonetheless, a first step has been taken by the United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA) with a resolution adopted which included (under points 11 and 28) (UNEP, 2018) encouraging governments and relevant stakeholders to develop, adopt, and implement effective measures to minimize risks posed by heavy metals (and other listed chemicals), in particular to pregnant women, infants and children, and to raise awareness of the negative impacts of lead in ammunition.

In addition to regulatory action, several voluntary actions have been taken by various stakeholders, particularly in the UK. These have resulted largely from increased awareness of the human health risks associated with dietary lead from ammunition. For example, in 2019 the UK supermarket Waitrose & Partners, apparently the largest national retailer of wild game, used the following label on wild game:

"Based on public health advice vulnerable groups, in particular children, pregnant women & women trying for a baby, should not consume this product due to the possible presence of lead shot residue".

This was part of a planned transition towards selling only game killed with non-lead ammunition by the 2021-22 shooting season (Waitrose and Partners, 2021). Such interventions have the potential to influence both consumers and the those providing game to the market. In 2020, following Waitrose’s decision and coinciding with the broader regulatory process underway in the EU, nine major UK organizations associated with shooting called publicly for a voluntary end to lead use in shotgun ammunition for game shooting by February 2025 ‘in consideration of wildlife, the environment and to ensure a market for the healthiest game products’ (BASC, 2020). However, monitoring found that almost all wild-shot pheasants offered for sale for human consumption in Britain and sampled during the two shooting seasons after this announcement had still been killed with lead shotgun ammunition (Green et al., 2022). Thus, the voluntary nature of this initiative is not per se effective in terms of phasing out lead ammunition. Nonetheless, these voluntary moves and statements, along with similarly progressive positions adopted
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2 https://www.jaegerforbundet.dk/media/3015/vildt_kogebog_til_tryk_270115.pdf
recently by other game retailers and providers (LAG, 2022), were undoubtedly important in creating a political environment which facilitated the UK government’s 2021 decision to consider restriction of all lead ammunition under UK REACH (DEFRA, 2021).

OPTIONS FOR REDUCING HEALTH RISKS FROM DIETARY LEAD OF AMMUNITION ORIGIN

A key step to further protecting human health and harmonizing international food safety standards would be the adoption of an ML for lead in wild game meat in the next revision of the Codex General Standard for Contaminants and Toxins in Food and Feed. This should be similar to that used for the meat of cattle, pigs, sheep and poultry (currently 0.1 mg/kg ww, Codex Alimentarius, 2019). A similar ML should also be adopted under EC Regulation 1881/2006. This would complement and reinforce ongoing efforts within the EU to achieve a complete transition to non-lead hunting ammunition for all categories of hunting. For example, in Denmark, food standards monitoring of lead levels in game meat identified issues of non-compliance with lead restrictions, resulting in an information campaign and subsequent improved compliance (Kanstrup, 2012).

In 2021, the CDC announced that it was lowering the reference level for elevated blood lead in children from 5 μgPb/dL to 3.5 μgPb/dL (CDC, 2021b). If this revised level were to be recognized and adopted by other jurisdictions, it would enable action to be taken at an earlier stage to reduce children’s future exposure to lead, especially from game meat. As a pertinent example warranting attention, Bressler et al. (2019) reported that half of Alaskan children with blood levels >5 μgPb/dL were from homes that consumed lead-shot game meat.

Much scope remains within UNEP’s programs and initiatives for further cross-agency integration in developing solutions to the human and wildlife health risks presented by lead ammunition. For example, the CMS Intergovernmental Task Force on Phasing Out the Use of Lead Ammunition and Lead Fishing Weights, was mandated in 2020 by CMS Resolution 11.15 (RevCOP13) (CMS, 2020) with terms of reference developed more recently (CMS, 2021). While these guidelines aim to protect migratory birds, the risks to human health associated with ingestion of lead from ammunition are mentioned explicitly in the background text. The Intergovernmental Task Force presents an opportunity to stimulate cross-UN agency collaboration, and develop and deliver recommendations that are efficient, effective, and harmonized. We suggest that the FAO, WHO and UNICEF are invited to participate in the Task Force. This would represent progress, raising awareness, and facilitating a cross-agency understanding of the issue and solutions, which would then cascade broadly, especially to the United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA).

In 2020, UNICEF and Pure Earth outlined a six-pronged coordinated approach, based partly on Meyer et al. (2008), needed to address lead pollution and exposure from all sources among children globally (UNICEF, 2021). While lead from ammunition was not mentioned specifically, in Table 1 we list under the six components actions that could be taken to reduce and eliminate exposure to lead in wild game meat. The last two components apply especially to the present paper which has presented much evidence to warrant that lead in wild game meat be regulated globally and consistently with other human foods.

The FAO, UNESCO, and especially UNEP, could use their partnerships with the CIC to encourage and facilitate a change in CIC policy on lead hunting ammunition. A CIC endorsement of non-lead ammunition use at the global level would promote regulatory attempts to effect the transition to non-lead ammunition by the EU and at national levels beyond the EU.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Lead fragments from ammunition in game meat present a recognized health risk, especially to vulnerable groups or frequent consumers of wild game. This is now, arguably, the most poorly acknowledged and addressed example of food lead contamination.

In addition to the individual health effects of chronic lead exposure, there are likely social costs of reduced IQ (Bierkens et al., 2012). While hunters comprise a minority of the global population (except for in subsistence communities), the human health and environmental costs of continued lead ammunition use are borne by all in society (Kanstrup and Thomas, 2020; Pain et al., 2019b). There is global scientific consensus over the risks that exposure through ingestion of lead from ammunition presents both to wildlife and human health (Arnemo et al., 2016). However, with the exception of Europe, most global regions and nations, along with UNEP and its multilateral agreements, have considered only, or primarily, the wildlife health impacts of ingesting lead from ammunition. Human health impacts have been largely overlooked.

In contrast to other sources of lead that risk human and especially children’s health, the replacement of lead in hunting ammunition with non-toxic materials is technically straightforward. A wide range of alternative non-lead rifle and shotgun ammunition has already been developed, approved, and used across much of Europe and North America. Relevant policy and regulatory change is now required to ensure its supply by providing certainty of demand for manufacturers (Kanstrup and Thomas, 2020). However, more needs to be done by international and national human and environmental health agencies to approach this issue in an integrated One Health manner (Nkosi et al., 2021) that achieves a complete transition to non-lead ammunition that benefits people, wildlife, and the environment.

UN agencies can be important influencers of national policy. We urge the FAO, UNEP, UNICEF, WHO and the CDC to take a leading role in acknowledging the breadth of these risks, and to incorporate measures to address them in their updated lead reduction programs and their advisories to governments and the public. The risks to human health from dietary lead of ammunition origin have been overlooked for too long.
Table 1. Suggested actions needed to eliminate human exposure to dietary lead from ammunition sources, based on the six-pronged coordinated approach of UNICEF and Pure Earth (2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggested actions on the six-pronged coordinated approach</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-Monitoring and Reporting Systems: This includes introducing blood lead level monitoring in household surveys and conducting source apportionment assessments at local levels to determine how children are being exposed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We suggest the inclusion in such surveys of levels of consumption of wild game shot with lead ammunition. This could also be a more explicit part of household food surveys conducted in many countries, and of the questionnaires used in longitudinal studies of blood lead levels and their effects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Prevention and Control Measures: Prevention of exposure is paramount and includes preventing women and children’s exposure to products that contain lead.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We suggest that prevention of exposure to dietary lead from wild game meat would most effectively be achieved through the transition to non-toxic (non-lead) ammunition (which requires regulation—see point 5 below). Before such a transition is complete, measures could be taken to reduce women’s and children’s exposure to elevated levels of lead in wild game meat. Options for achieving this would be through public awareness influencing behavior change (see point 4 below) and the adoption of maximum lead levels in game meat (see point 6 below).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Management, Treatment and Remediation: This includes providing training for healthcare workers about how to identify, manage, and treat lead exposure in children and pregnant women.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We suggest that improved awareness is needed among healthcare workers of elevated lead levels in wild game meat shot with lead ammunition and those groups most at risk.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Public Awareness and Behavior Change: This includes creating continual public education campaigns about the dangers and sources of lead exposure.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We suggest the need for awareness campaigns to include, or deal specifically with, information highlighting potentially elevated levels of exposure when consuming wild game shot with lead ammunition. Such campaigns should target the ammunition and shooting sectors, public health agencies, schools, parents, community leaders and healthcare workers. They should also include public and other agencies that shoot wild game and make this available to human food chains, food distribution charities, game processors and traders (nationally and internationally) and game retailers. It is particularly important to reach audiences that may not be aware of these risks, especially the most vulnerable groups (children and pregnant women) and frequent consumers. This could involve the use of food labelling (see point 5 below), existing media and communications resources and mediums.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The US CDC could recognize the risks presented by lead in game meat and use relevant opportunities to influence national policy and disseminate information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Legislation and Policy: Existing resolutions under MEAs, policies and regulations restricting the use of lead ammunition relate primarily to wildlife health.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We suggest that UN agencies collaborate to extended and harmonize these also to protect human health and the environment. Representation of UN health agencies in CMS Intergovernmental Task Force on Phasing Out the Use of Lead Ammunition and Lead Fishing Weights would be a key step.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN agencies could encourage through their numerous partnerships and interactions, the need for international hunting organizations (e.g. CIC and FACE) to endorse the transition to non-lead ammunition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration among wildlife and health agencies in individual nations is needed, as is adequate impact monitoring and enforcement. Ultimately the risks from lead ammunition to human health, wildlife health and the environment will only be resolved with an effective transition to the use on non-toxic/non-lead ammunition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Until non-lead ammunition is used, actions such as mandatory food labelling highlighting potential health risks associated with consuming wild-shot game meat that may contain elevated levels would help inform consumers of game in the retail market, albeit this represents only a limited group of consumers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-Global and Regional Action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We suggest that a maximum level (ML) for lead in human foodstuffs derived from wild-shot game animals be included in the next iteration of the Codex Alimentarius General Standard for Contaminants and Toxins, and that this be set at a similar level to the ML set for the meat of cattle, pigs, sheep and poultry (0.1 mg/kg wet weight; Codex Alimentarius, 2019).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We suggest that regional action be taken setting MLs, such as inclusion in European Commission Regulation EC 1881/2006 on setting MLs for certain contaminants in foodstuffs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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